AMENDMENT NO. 2 TO THE AGREEMENT
WITH
ALL-LINE UNIFORM SALES
FOR
ANNUAL CLOTHING REQUIREMENTS FOR CITY EMPLOYEES

This Amendment No. 2 is entered into this 20th day of June 2017, by and between the City of Milpitas, a municipal corporation of the State of California (hereafter referred to as "CITY") and Matthew W. Adams and individual doing business as All-Line Uniform Sales (hereafter referred to as "Vendor"). City and Vendor may be jointly referred to herein as “parties.”

RECITALS

WHEREAS, on August 5, 2014, the City Council approved and awarded to Vendor a contract (the “Agreement”) to supply the annual clothing requirements for City employees; and

WHEREAS, on August 6, 2014, the parties entered into the Agreement for an annual not-to-exceed amount of Fourteen Thousand Four Hundred Thirty-Four dollars and Twenty-Four cents ($14,434.24), with the City reserving the right at its sole discretion to extend the Agreement up to four additional years, for a potential five-year maximum amount of Seventy-Two Thousand One Hundred Seventy-One dollars and Twenty cents ($72,171.20); and

WHEREAS, on July 1, 2015, the parties entered into Amendment No. 1 to the Agreement, which increased the annual amount of the contract to Fifteen Thousand Five Hundred dollars and Zero cents ($15,500.00) for the first year and for the four potential additional years due to changes in City staffing levels, cost increases, and due to seasonal changes in garment availability, for a new combined total maximum compensation amount of Seventy-Seven Thousand Five Hundred dollars and Zero cents ($77,500.00); and

WHEREAS, the parties now desire to further amend the Agreement to include the additional services of providing Recreation Services with t-shirts for lifeguards, the After the Bell program, and the Summer Camp program, and to increase the compensation amounts for Contract Year 3 to Twenty-Three Thousand Eighty-Five dollars and Zero cents ($23,085.00), for Contract Year 4 to Twenty-Seven Thousand dollars and Zero cents ($27,000.00), and for Contract Year 5 to Twenty-Seven Thousand dollars and Zero cents ($27,000.00), for a new, combined total maximum compensation amount of One Hundred Eight Thousand Eighty-Five dollars and Zero cents ($108,085.00).

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions herein contained, the parties agree to amend the Agreement as follows:
1. Increase the compensation amount for Contract Year 3 by Seven Thousand Five Hundred Eighty-Five dollars and Zero cents ($7,585.00) for the period of August 6, 2016 through August 5, 2017, increase the compensation amount for Contract Year 4 by Eleven Thousand Five Hundred dollars and Zero cents ($11,500.00) for the period of August 6, 2017 through August 5, 2018, and increase the compensation amount for Contract Year 5 by Eleven Thousand Five Hundred dollars and Zero cents ($11,500.00) for the period of August 6, 2018 through August 5, 2019, for a new total, combined five-year maximum compensation amount of One Hundred Eight Thousand Eighty-Five dollars and Zero cents ($108,085.00).

2. All other provisions of the amended Agreement not modified by this Amendment No. 2 shall remain in full force and effect.

This Amendment is executed as of the date first written page one.
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